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Abstract
The Magellan Spacecraft (1990-1994) has provided scientists with high-resolution maps of
Venus topography and gravitational field. Magellan radar imagery of the planet reveals a surface
marked by chains of rift systems (chasmata) stretching thousands of kilometers. The formation of
these chasmata is puzzling, as there is no obvious geologic process that would cause extensional
stresses. Venus lacks plate tectonics, the mechanism driving complementary extensional and
compressional processes on Earth. To better understand chasmata formation, we examine the
lithospheric structure of the Ganis Chasmata rift system. We make estimates of the rift’s e↵ective
elastic thickness, apparent depth of compensation, and the crustal thickness. We also estimate
the ratio of subsurface loading to surface loading. We use Magellan topography and gravity data
to model the admittance values across the extent of Ganis Chasma. We then match observed
admittance variations across the chasma to the admittance predicted by models of flexural
compensation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Of the terrestrial planets, Venus and Earth are remarkably similar in terms of size, mass, and density
[4]. Based on these characteristics alone, it might be expected that the internal structure of the
two planets would also be similar. However, spacecraft missions throughout the past 40 years have
returned evidence that Venus may have a unique internal geological structure. Scientists have come
to understand the geology of Venus by using the following data sets: synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images of the surface, surface altimetry, surface compositional measurements from Soviet landers,
and measurements of the gravitational field [8]. The most important data for probing the interior of
Venus were acquired by the Magellan spacecraft (1990-1994), which provided altimetry, SAR, and
gravity field measurements. A description of how these data are used to infer interior structure will
be developed in this paper.
1.2 Venusian Geology and Geophysics
NASA’s Magellan spacecraft orbited Venus in the years of 1990-1994, during which time it used
synthetic aperture radar signals to penetrate the thick, Venusian atmosphere and reveal the planetary
surface shrouded underneath. The completed product of this mission phase was a map of 98%
of the planet at a resolution 200 times better than previous data sets. The SAR image database
revolutionized and reignited Venus research, and nearly two decades later it continues to provide
new insights.
A diverse array of tectonic and volcanic surface features were immediately apparent, potentially
indicating an actively convecting mantle. At the same time, it became evident that the tectonic
system on Venus is probably unlike the plate tectonic system on Earth. On Earth, individual
lithospheric plates are driven by mantle convection, and are constantly in motion relative to each
other, laterally and vertically. There are zones of subduction, where one plate sinks beneath another
into the mantle, and there are complementary zones where mantle material rises to create new crust
at areas of seafloor spreading. As a result, the age of Earth’s crust depends on its location, with the
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youngest crust at areas of seafloor spreading.
Venus lacks evidence of this manifestation of plate tectonics. Unlike Earth, which is constantly
being resurfaced at spreading zones, crater counting studies of orbital images suggest that Venus’
surface crust has a uniform age globally. Magellan SAR images reveal a surface that is uniformly
cratered globally. This finding is inconsistent with the resurfacing events that occur on Earth due
to plate tectonics. Rather, the impact crater record of Venus suggests that the average age of the
crust is 300-600 Ma, with only subtle deviations from this average in di↵erent geologic provinces.
The planet’s uniform surface age is one of several indicators that a plate tectonic system may not
exist on Venus. [9].
In addition to the crater record, the SAR images provided by Magellan lacked signatures of
morphological features commonly indicative of individual lithospheric plates. There are no structures
that clearly resemble spreading ridges or linear volcanic chains produced by plates’ relative motion
over subsurface hotspots on Earth. On Venus, volcanic structures and potential lava flows are
broadly distributed, whereas terrestrial volcanic activity trends linearly along lithospheric plate
boundaries [8].
The unfamiliarity of Venus’ tectonic processes makes the study of its geology compelling. A
survey of orbital images reveals that Venus is marked by several distinct tectonic structures [15].
1. Coronae: Volcanic, nearly circular annuli of fractures and ridges (no terrestrial analog). [14]
2. Ridge belts: Linear deformational features, several hundred meters in height and several
hundred kilometers wide [4].
3. Tesserae: Terrain composed of intersecting and closely packed ridges spaced several kilometers
apart. These can reach several hundred kilometers in length. Tesserae cover approximately
10% of surface. [4].
4. Rift and Fault Zones: Large scale faulting, 10s of kilometers in depth and width, and
thousands of kilometers in length [4].
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1.3 Isostasy and Gravity
Isostasy is a geophysical concept that expresses the state of equilibrium that Earth’s lithosphere
and mantle tend toward when there are no forces acting upon them.
Isostasy is an application of Archimedes’ principal of hydrostatic equilibrium, which states that
“a floating body displaces its own weight of fluid.” In the geological case, the body in question is the
lithosphere, and the “fluid” is the underlying mantle. Thus, a simple isostatic model may assume a
uniform layer of low density lithosphere overlying a uniform layer of denser mantle rock. Due to its
relatively lower density, the lithosphere is buoyant and floats on the mantle layer. By hydrostatic
equilibrium, the relationship between elevation and density contrast is:
Vsubmerged ⇥ ⇢fluid = Vbody ⇥ ⇢body (1)
The volume of the lithosphere that is not submerged, and thus, the elevation of the lithosphere,
is controlled by the density of the lithospheric material. In this equilibrium state, the depth at
which the lithospheric layer floats is referred to as the depth of compensation.
Geophysical models of isostasy were developed as ways of understanding the relationship between
elevation changes and measured gravity anomalies. A gravity anomaly is the di↵erence between
observed acceleration of Earth’s gravity and a value predicted from a theoretical model. In the
1800’s, theoretical models assumed that the gravitational pull of a mountain would be proportional
to the mass of its visible volume. Measurements of the Andes and the Himalyas revealed that the
actual gravity above mountain ranges is much less than the theoretical gravitational acceleration. A
schematic of these measurements is shown in Figure 1.
One explanation for these results relies on subsurface density variations. To get the observed
gravity, the mass of a mountain’s volume above the surface must be o↵set by a nearly equal
subsurface mass deficiency. That is, much like an iceberg, mountains must have large, low-density,
sub-surface roots. Else, the entire visible volume of the mountain must have a density less than the
surrounding crust. These two explanations are the bases of the two basic models of isostasy.
The two basic models of isostasy are (1) Airy Isostasy and (2) Pratt Isostasy.
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Figure 1: Free air gravity anomaly measured across a topographic load, in this case, mountains.
Measured gravitational acceleration over load is approximately the same as the gravitational
acceleration above sea level. Fig. reprinted from Y amaji, (2007) [16].
Airy Isostasy is a two-layer model of the lithosphere and mantle that assumes each layer has
a constant density. The density of the lithosphere is less than that of the mantle. In this model,
crustal thickness varies laterally. Mountains are isostatically compensated by subsurface roots with
great volume. The root is thicker than the mountain’s elevation, so mountains reflect areas of greater
crustal thickness. The depth of compensation is the depth of this crustal root, like an iceberg.
The Airy model is shown in part 1 of Figure 2. The density of all columns is the same, but the
apparent depth of compensation varies with the topography. Equation 2 describes the relationship
between the elevation, density, and depth of compensation: h refers to an elevation or depth, and
⇢ refers to the density of a medium. The subscripts, c and r, refer to the crust and crustal root,
respectively. The subscript ⇢m refers to the density of the mantle. hm refers to the height of the
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Figure 2: (1) Airy and (2) Pratt Isostasy Models relating topography, density, and depth of
compensation. Numbers labeled indicate relative values of density in g/cm3. (Fig. in the public
domain)
topopgraphy (mountain). Equation 2 relates these values, reducing to Equation 3, the negative
topography of the crustal root in relation to the base of the crust. Since ⇢m > ⇢c, we see that the
crustal root is thicker than the mountain’s elevation. Together, they account for an excess in crustal
thickness.
In the Airy Model, Equation 1 becomes:
⇢c(hc + hr + hm) = ⇢chc + ⇢mhr (2)
hr = hm
⇢c
(⇢m   ⇢c) (3)
Pratt Isostasy is also a two layer model, but unlike the Airy model, it assumes that there are
lateral density variations within each layer. Also unlike the Airy model, there is a uniform depth
of compensation for the crustal layer. There are no subsurface variations in thickness. The Pratt
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model explains di↵erences in elevation as manifestations of di↵erences in subsurface heating. It
assumes that heating from below can result in lower density regions. As density decreases, the
elevation of the topography increases to maintain isostasy.
The Pratt model is shown in part 2 of Figure 2. This figure depicts crust of varying density
and topography, but uniform depth to the base of the lithosphere, and thus equal compensation
depth. Equations 4 and 5 describe this relationship. In the equations, the subscripts c and o simply
designate separate lateral regions of the lithosphere. The relationship between the densities and
elevations shown in part 2 of Figure 2 is expressed by Equation 4. The positive topography of the
low density region above sea level is expressed in Equation 5.





Note that by these equations, if the lithospheric layer is a homogeneous plate of uniform density
(conditions of Equation 6 met), then there are no regions of positive topography above sea level
(Equation 7).
⇢ = ⇢o = ⇢c (6)
hm = 0 (7)
Isostasy is a restorative process. Equilibrium conditions are upset when external loads are
applied to the system. A load can be applied to the surface or subsurface of the lithosphere by
various geologic processes, as will be discussed in Section 1.4. For now, we will consider the response
of a system in isostatic equilibrium to a surface load.
Both the Pratt and Airy hypotheses are models of local compensation. In each model, the weight
of a topographic load is compensated by an upward buoyancy force. In the Airy model, buoyancy
forces are caused by lateral variations in crustal thickness, and in the Pratt model, buoyancy forces
are produced by lateral density variations in the crust. We say that these models describe local
isostasy because they consider only vertical forces at the site of the load. Neither model incorporates
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the elastic forces acting laterally within the lithosphere to give it regional strength, which could
distribute the vertical forces horizontally throughout the lithosphere.
1.4 Lithospheric Flexure and Elastic Thickness
In reality, the elasticity of rock supports local, short-wavelength topography. Flexure, or “bending”
causes a deviation from local isostasy. We can more accurately model the state of the lithosphere
and mantle by considering the lithosphere as a plate with some elasticity. A surface load, such
as a mountain, not only pushes the plate down just beneath the mountain but also a↵ects its
surrounding regions due to the elastic nature of the plate. The resulting regional depression, or
basin, may become filled with low density sediment, air, or fluids. In any case, its filling has a lower
density than the underlying mantle, so the entire basin is a negative load. The basin’s negative load
compensates for the positive load of the mountain. Vertical force balance is achieved, resulting in
regional isostasy [16]. These two types of isostasy are contrasted in Figure 3.
To model flexure, we assume the lithosphere is a thin elastic plate. Displacements due to flexure
of the lithosphere are much smaller than the elastic thickness, Te, of the plate. Elastic thickness, Te,
is a theoretical parameter that does not refer to any actual depth that exists in reality. Its value
expresses the degree to which the plate behaves elastically. Large elastic thickness, Te corresponds
with a rigid plate that deflects very little in response to surface loading. As Te decreases, the plate
becomes weaker. At the limit of small Te, a plate with zero elastic thickness indicates a condition of
local isostasy.
The elastic thickness, Te is the main determinant of the rigidity of a plate. We quantify the
rigidity of a plate through the parameter D. The analytic formula for determining D is shown in
Equation 8. In this equation, Y is the Young’s Modulus of the plate, and ⌫ is Poisson’s ratio.
The Young’s Modulus of the plate expresses the ratio of tensile stress over tensile strain; that is,
it is a comparison of the pressure (due to tension) on the plate to the fractional change in length of
the plate in response to the tension.
Poisson’s ratio, ⌫, compares the amount of transverse contraction strain (perpendicular to the
direction of the applied force) to longitudinal extension strain (in direction of applied force). A
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Figure 3: Local (a) and Regional (b) Isostasy. Squares represent crustal blocks floating on the
mantle (shown as gray shading). Mountains represent surface loads. (a) The weight of the mountains
pushes down on the crustal block directly beneath them. The crustal block partially subsides into
the mantle. The buoyant force of the mantle on the crustal root compensates for the gravitational
force of the mountains. (b) In regional Isostasy, the elasticity of the lithospheric plate is symbolized
by springs connecting the blocks. The elasticity of the underlying plate causes the weight of the
mountains to be distributed to neighboring blocks. The deflection of the elastic plate creates a wide
peripheral basin. Reprinted from Y amaji(2007) [16]
short mathematical definition of Poisson’s ratio is given in Equation 9, where e, extension, is defined
in Equation 10 as a fractional change in length. Tensile deformation is considered positive, and
compressive deformation is negative. By definition, Poisson’s ratio contains a negative sign so that




⌫ =   etrans
elongitudinal
(9)





As can be seen in Equation 8, where the flexural rigidity, D, is proportional to the cube of Te,
elastic thickness. Additionally, values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio tend to be similar for
all common lithospheric rocks. Thus, the theoretical elastic thickness, Te, of a plate controls the
flexural rigidity, D, of the plate.
Schematics of relative values of elastic thicknesses, and flexural rigidity, are shown in Figure 4. As
flexural rigidity and elastic thickness increase, the wavelength of the topographic deflection increases.
A plate with zero elastic thickness reflects local isostasy, where the wavelength of deflection is the
same as the wavelength of the topographic load.
A plate’s elastic thickness can be controlled by various factors corresponding to physical
characteristics of the lithosphere. Observations on Earth suggest that the lithosphere’s e↵ective
elastic thickness is controlled by thermal processes, age, horizontal tectonic forces and lithospheric
curvature [16].
The correlation between elastic thickness and tectonic age, as well as the correlation between
elastic thickness and heat flow, is shown in Figure 5. The correlation is strong between heat flow
measurements and elastic thickness (part b of Figure 5). The trend is consistent with small values
of Te indicating regions of high heat flow. The spread in data is wider for the correlation between
elastic thickness and tectonic age, but a trend is still apparent. On Earth, data suggests that elastic
thickness increases with tectonic age.
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(a) Large Elastic Thickness
(b) Small Elastic Thickness
(c) Zero Elastic Thickness
Figure 4: Response of lithosphere to load under conditions of large elastic thickness, small elastic
thickness, and zero elastic thickness. Fig. reprinted from Lilli(1999) [6]
.
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Figure 5: E↵ective elastic thickness of continental lithosphere, Te. (a) Te vs tectonic age. (b) Te vs
heat flow in Africa. Error bars omitted. Fig. Reprinted from Y amaji(2007)[16]
.
1.5 Possible Loading Mechanisms
In the previous section we discussed how the e↵ective elastic thickness of the lithosphere controls the
way in which the lithosphere responds under the force of a load. We will now examine some of the
more common geologic features and processes operating on Earth that can potentially act as loads.
A surface load is caused by the gravitational force on the lithosphere due to a topographic
feature. Thus, it depends on the mass of the topography. Because of this, surface loads always act
to flex the lithosphere downward. A surface load implies a mass contrast due to excess volume of
material with the same density as the crust, such as a mountain, or by a site of anomalously high
density compared to the crust [3].
Subsurface loading is caused by density contrasts between the sublithospheric mantle and the
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lithosphere. Compared to surface loads, which always tend to cause downward flexure of the
lithosphere, the e↵ect of subsurface loading is more complex. This is because sublithospheric forces
can be due to gravity or thermal and hydrostatic forces, so the direction of the force of a subsurface
load on the lithosphere may be upward or downward. Downward flexure of the lithosphere can
be caused by the gravitational force due to a subsurface feature mass of anomalously high density
compared to the lithosphere. At least on earth, subduction zones are a site where this type of
loading force occurs. A cool subducting slab entering the mantle provides a small density contrast
with the overlying lithosphere. Another example of this could be crustal delamination, in which
thick lower crust breaks apart from the upper crust and sinks downward into the mantle. [3].
The most common type of subsurface loading, however, tends to cause upward flexure of the
lithosphere. Thermal processes produce regions of hot, anomalously low density in the mantle. The
low density material rises upward toward the lithosphere due to its buoyancy and, upon reaching it,
exerts an upward force on the overlying lithosphere. We see this occur on Earth beneath ocean
ridges as well as upper mantle hotspots in both contentinental and oceanic swells [3].
Although plate tectonics do not appear to operate on Venus, signatures of tectonic processes in
general are abundant. Volcanic highland regions are interpreted to be sites overlying mantle plumes,
so it may be that the lithosphere in this region is supported by a subsurface load. Scientists have
also investigated the possibility for small-scale subduction on Venus, which would imply subsurface
loading [11]. The excess surface mass of volcanoes can act as surface loads.
1.6 The Question of Chasmata Formation and Structure
Ganis Chasma (GCS) is one of several major linear troughs that comprise a global system encircling
Venus’ equatorial region. In total, the equatorial chasmata system stretches over 55,000 linear
kilometers [2]. Located in the volcanic highland Atla Regio, Ganis Chasma stretches 1000 km
in length, is approximately 300 km wide, and has a relief di↵erence of 1.0-1.5 km compared to
its surroundings [4]. Due to the morphological similarities between chasmata and terrestrial rifts,
chasmata are commonly interpreted as zones of extension.
Although morphologically similar, it is unlikely that the Venusian rift systems share the same
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Figure 6: SAR image of Ganis Chasma. Scale is 528 km/grid unit.
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tectonic history as rifts on Earth. Terrestrial rifting is driven by plate tectonics, and there is
currently no evidence to support the existence of a similar system on Venus. In the absence of
evidence for a plate tectonic system, the mechanism responsible for chasmata formation is a mystery.
Venus has no recognizable regions of subduction-associated compression that could accomodate the
extension of chasmata [13].
In this thesis research we examine the lithospheric structure of Ganis Chasma in order to shed
light on how it may have formed. We make estimates of the rift’s e↵ective elastic thickness, apparent




Admittance, Q(k), is defined as a transfer function between gravity, G(k) and topography, H(k) in
the spectral domain:
G(k) = Q(k)⇥H(k) +N(k). (11)
Here, N(k) is uncorrelated noise in the data, which, following Smrekar et. al., 2010, is assumed
to be small. k is the two-dimensional wavenumber, (2⇡/ ), where   is the wavelength. Following
Simons, et. al., 1997, the gravitational and topography data are analyzed in the spatio-spectral
domain.
Admittance is a function of wavenumber, and is thus defined in the spectral domain. The benefit
of working within the spectral domain is that we can easily make use of spherical harmonics to
express the variations in gravity and topography with wavelength over the globe. Magellan data
for Line of Sight (LOS) gravity and topography are packaged in the form of spherical harmonic
coe cients, so a spectral approach is natural for this data set.
We use spherical harmonics as a way to characterize the topography and gravitational fields.
That is, both topography and gravitational fields are shaped by a combination of contributions from
small-scale local features and global features. It is useful to describe the field as a linear combination








where Ylm is the spherical harmonic function of degree l and order m, flm is the corresponding
expansion coe cient, and ⌦ = (✓, ) represents position on the sphere in terms of colatitude and
longitude.
In order to fully characterize the shape of the gravitational or topography field, it is necessary to
consider not only the physical extent (local versus global) of contributions from geophysical features,
but also the power of each of these contributions. As one example, the field strength of a region’s
topography, T , may be dominated by the contribution from a local, small-scale feature, while global
features may only slightly a↵ect the field of the region. To account for this, we take advantage of
the topography field’s power spectrum and use Fast Fourier Transform methods to relate the field’s
spectrum to the relative contributions from its harmonic coe cients.









The left hand side is the integral of a field’s spherical harmonic coe cients, f , as a function
of position, ⌦ and the right hand side is its fourier transform in the spectral domain, ST (l). l is
related to wavenumber by the relation, k =
p
l(l + 1).
Equation 14 shows the spectral representation of the field as a power spectrum. Through these
equations, we obtain an expression for a field’s value at a certain location in terms of the relative










The spectral admittance, as a function of spherical harmonic degree and order, is then shown in
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Equation 15, where SG(l) is the spectral representation of the gravity field and ST (l) is the spectral
representation of the topography field.
However, there are limitations of a purely spectral analysis. On Venus, the spatial juxtaposition
of very di↵erent geological provinces interpreted as being formed via di↵erent geodynamic processes
suggests that the most robust analysis should allow spectra and their transfer functions to vary
with position. The limitation of a purely spectral approach is that spherical harmonic functions are
not spatially compact, and so regional analysis is di cult. By localizing the spectral data within a
spatial window, the frequency content of a signal can be estimated as a function of position. That
is, through spatio-spectral localization of the admittance, we are able to focus on the data relevant
to the geographical region of interest [12].
In this thesis, both observed and modeled admittance are localized in the spatial domain following
the method developed by Simons, et. al., 1997 and used in Smrekar, et. al., 2010. This method
localizes the data in the spherical domain, first in space and then in frequency, considering only
wavelengths less (i.e. degrees higher) than the scale of spatial localization. The widths of spatial
and spectral regions of interest are inversely related, so high-degree spectral information is required
for high spatial resolution [13].
The localization method uses a spherical harmonic region of interest in space as well as wavelength
in which the parameter fs controls spatial or spectral power for all spherical harmonic degrees. The
maximum spectral resolution is the shortest wavelength that can be resolved within the chosen





where R is the radius of Venus and the Nyquist degree is:
Lnyq ' Lobs fs(fs + 1) (17)
As in Smrekar, et. al., 2010, we set fs = 2 to maximize spatial resolution of local features [13].
The spectral representation of the gravity data is calculated to have a maximum degree strength
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(Lobs) of 120  based on the resolution limits of the observed data. For fs = 2, Lnyq = 23Lobs. Thus,
we utilize the resolution of the data out to degree 80, which corresponds to a spatial scale of 450 km
[13]. That is, above degree 80 we expect the signal and noise strength to be comparable.
2.2 Classifying Observed Admittance Spectra
The methods used in this paper are based on those used by Anderson and Smrekar, 2006 and
Smrekar et. al, 2010. Ganis Chasmata rift system is su ciently large that a single admittance
signature is not comprehensive enough to describe the structure of the entire rift. Rather, a global
admittance map of Venus is used to sample data for each 1 degree x 1 degree grid point within the
latitudinal and longitudinal extent of the rift system. We use the global admittance map created by
Anderson and Smrekar, 2006, shown in Figure 7.
Although the topography and gravitational field strength may vary from point to point, thus
giving each square degree a di↵erent admittance signature, we find that the rift system as a whole
can be well represented by approximately 6 admittance classes. That is, we find that geographic
subsections of each region have similar admittance spectra shape (signifying similar lithospheric
structure), and so we group them into admittance classes. This procedure simplifies the process
and illuminates greater structural patterns within the rift system. Each admittance class is made
up of numerous admittance spectra that are similar, but not identical. In order to choose a single
admittance spectrum for modeling the class, we calculate the mean admittance of the class over the
degree range (degree 1 to 80), and compare each of the many individual spectra to the mean. The
admittance spectrum that is most similar to the mean of the class is chosen to be the “type locale.”
The type locale is the actual admittance spectrum we compare to compensation models in order to
calculate lithopsheric properties.
An iterative self-organizing data analysis technique (ISODATA) for classification is used to
calculate class means evenly distributed in the data space and iteratively cluster pixels using
minimum distance techniques [1].1 The resulting class map is displayed in Figure 8. The observed
admittance spectra of the type locale of each class are displayed in Figure 9.
1This process was carried out prior to the beginning of the term of this thesis by myself and a fellow intern in 2011
at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA.
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(a) Reference wavelengths of colors in global admittance map
(b) Global admittance map
Figure 7: Calculated admittance over Magellan radar reflectivity map, with relative amplitude of
wavelengths 475 km in red (degree 80), 580 km in green (degree 70), and 750 km in blue (degree
60). Fig. reprinted from Anderson, F. and Smrekar, S. (2006) [1].
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The uncertainty of a class’ admittance spectrum is due to the spread in the many individual
admittance spectra that comprise the class. The type locale is the admittance spectrum that most
closely resembles the mean class admittance. The error of the class is then the standard deviation
about the mean. In Equation 18,  class is the standard deviation of the mean class admittance, µ is
the average class admittance, NADM is the number of admittance spectra included in the class, and
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(a) Map of admittance classes at Ganis Chasmata System. Corresponds to
region shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 8: Observed admittance spectra of Ganis Chasmata System classes
(a) Class Spectra
Figure 9: Observed admittance spectra for all 6 spectral classses. Value corresponds to admittance
[mgal/km] and band number is spherical harmonic degree (l).
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2.3 Model Descriptions: Top and Bottom Loading
Admittance reflects the behavior of the surface as it responds to loading, and an admittance spectrum
varies depending on whether the surface is being shaped by a load from above or below, or by the
combination of contributions from both loading mechanisms.
As was discussed in Section 1.4, the elastic nature of the lithosphere and the degree of the
elasticity dominate the way in which the lithosphere responds to such loads. Thus, admittance can
also be used to probe the elastic character of the lithosphere. Section 1.4 touched upon reasons
why estimates of the e↵ective elastic thickness, Te, can be used to understand the structure and
dynamics of a system. Earth studies of Te and its relation to tectonic age, heat flow, plate curvature,
and horizontal tectonic forces suggest that an an estimation of e↵ective elastic thickness can lead to
significant insight into interior processes and lithospheric structure.
In terms of horizontal wavenumber, k, the admittance of a region due to top loading (QT (k)),
isostasy (QI(k)), or bottom loading (QB(k)) are shown in Equations 19, 20, and 21 [13]. In Equation
19,  ⇢ refers to the density contrast at the crust-mantle boundary; Zc is the value of the crustal
thickness, ZL is the apparent depth of compensation, or the depth below the crust-mantle boundary
at which there is a second density interface; k is the horizontal wavenumber, k =
p
l(l + 1)/R, G is
the gravitational constant, and g is the surface gravity [13].






QI(k) = 2⇡⇢cG(1  e kZc) (20)
QB(k) = 2⇡G
"








Rather than consider admittance values and flexure due entirely to surface (top) loading or
subsurface (bottom) loading, the model used in this thesis involves fitting a combination of Equations
19-21 to the observed admittance. The combination is weighted by the fraction of subsurface to
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surface loading specified. This choice was made to avoid misleading interpretations that can
be caused by the assumption of flexure due entirely to top or bottom loading. For example, an
admittance analysis of a region that uses a model entirely compensated by top loading can drastically
underestimate the rigidity, and thus, elastic thickness, of the region if there is in fact bottom loading
compensation [5].
In particular, the method used for generating admittance models follows the techniques of
McGovern et. al., 2002. Generating model gravity coe cients requires the consideration of 5
density-contrast interfaces: the surface, the surface of the deflected crust, the deflected crust-mantle
boundary, and the upper and lower surfaces of the bottom load. These are summarized in Table 1,
taken from McGovern et. al., 2002.
Table 1: Gravity Calculation. Reprinted from McGovern, et.al., 2002.
Interface Interface Terms Density Contrast Reference Depth
Surface S ⇢l 0
Crustal surface hb + wt +Gref ⇢l 0
Crust-mantle boundary hb + wt +Gref ⇢m   ⇢c Tcr
Bottom load wb + hb + wt +Gref ⇢b Zb
Bottom load reference hb + wt +Gref  ⇢b Zb
To formulate admittance estimates, our models solve for the values of the quantities: ht, hb, wt,
and wb. ht,b refers to the relief produced by either top or bottom loading and wt,b refers to surface
and subsurface deflections, respectively. Gref is simply a reference geoid height added to the height
of all interfaces derived from the topographic (geoid-referenced) load prior to gravity calculation in
order to avoid including hydrostatic flattening [7]. The values of the other parameters are specified
as inputs to the models.
2.4 Approach to Modeling
We model the lithosphere as comprising two laterally homogenous plates. The parameters we use to
generate all models are summarized in Table 2. These are the fixed values describing the densities
of the Venusian crust, mantle, and the densities we assume for surface and subsurface loads. Our
models assume that the density of surface loads is the same as the crustal density, so model surface
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Table 2: Fixed Model Parameters
Parameter name Symbol Value Units
Surface load density ⇢l 2900 kg/m3
Crustal density ⇢c 2900 kg/m3
Mantle density ⇢m 3300 kg/m3
Bottom load density contrast ⇢b 600 kg/m3
Reference crustal thickness Tcr 30 km
Young’s modulus of lithosphere E 1⇥ 1011 Pa
Poisson’s ratio of lithosphere ⌫ 0.25
Table 3: Varying Model Parameters
Parameter name Symbol Range Increment Units
Crustal thickness Zc 0-100 20 km
Apparent depth of compensation ZL 50-150 20 km
Elastic thickness Te 0-100 20 km
Subsurface/surface load ratio F 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 5, 10
loads are assumed be an excess of mass. The density of the bottom load is assumed to be much less
than the crustal density. Thus, our models only account for postively buoyant subsurface loading
due to processes which act to flex the lithosphere upward. The reference crustal thickness is 30 km,
the mean crustal thickness of the planet [13].
The parameters that we vary to create di↵erent models are summarized in Table 3. These are
the variable crustal thickness Zc, apparent depth of compensation ZL,2 elastic thickness, Te, and
the ratio of subsurface to surface loading, F . For each model, the value of F determines whether or
not the crustal thickness, Zc is equal to the mean planetary value, Tcr, listed in Table 2.
For F < 1, the flexural compensation of the region’s lithosphere is modeled as being influenced
mainly by surface features (surface, or top loads). For this case, the model parameter is the crustal
thickness Zc rather than ZL. That is, primarily top-loaded regions may be compensated at a depth
less than the average crustal thickness of the planet. If the results of the models estimate a value
of Zc >30 km, we interpret this as an apparent depth of compensation rather than a physical
thickness of the crust. The value of parameter ZL is unimportant, since Zc is the apparent depth of
compensation. For top-loading cases we set ZL = Zc.
2This is the depth to the lithosphere-mantle boundary
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F = 1 is an estimate that flexural compensation is supported equally by subsurface and surface
loads. This is the isostasy case, where the force of each load is balanced by the other, or that there
is no loading. The same parameter choice conventions are used as in the top loading case.
For F > 1, these models assume that the lithosphere is loaded by subsurface loads. In this
case, the value of the crustal thickness, Zc, is set to that of the mean planetary crustal thickness,
Tcr, 30 km. Since the load is below the lithosphere, we assume that the depth of compensation is
greater than the lithospheric thickness. So, the ZL value describes the estimated minimum depth of
compensation.
The range of Zc values used in our models was chosen to encompass the range of values obtained
from previous theoretical, geodynamic, and gravity studies. Similarly, we chose our range of Te
values so that it may encompass the range of Te estimates obtained from previous studies [13].
3 Results
The derived lithospheric parameters of Ganis Chasmata System are presented in Table 4. The
model fits and errors for GCS are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Classes 1-3 are best fit
with bottom loading models and classes 4-6 are best fit by top loading models.
Table 4: Derived Lithospheric Parameters for Ganis Chasmata System
Class F Te (km) Te Range Zc or ZL (km) Zc,L Range RMS(l) 1.5 class
1 10 40 40 50 50 6.35 6.53
2 5 60 60-80 70 70-90 3.02 4.98
3 5 80 80 110 110 4.21 3.62
4 0.5 20 0-80 60 60-70 3.34 4.41
5 0.25 20 20-40 80 80-90 2.58 3.53
6 0.25 60 60 80 20-80 4.00 4.39
3.1 Parameter Range and Goodness of Fit
To determine which of the 150 models provide confident estimates of a class’s lithospheric parameters,
we compare the error of each model admittance spectrum (i.e. the rms deviation from observed
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(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2
(c) Class 3 (d) Class4
(e) Class 5 (f) Class 6
Figure 10: Admittance spectra (solid lines) for 6 representative spectral classes from the regions at
Ganis Chasma. Best fit theoretical models are shown as dashed lines. The best fit values of F , Te
and Zc or ZL are displayed in the top left with the model RMS value.
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(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2
(c) Class 3 (d) Class 4
(e) Class 5 (f) Class 6
Figure 11: Parameter space goodness of fit for admittance class models. Shading represents RMS
misfit between observed and model results. Model combinations are represented by shaded circles.
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admittance) to the standard deviation of the admittance class,  class.
We quantify the error of the model by calculating the misfit between the model and the observed
admittance spectrum for the class (see Equation 23). In Equation 23, Q(l) is the amplitude of the
admittance spectrum at spherical harmonic degree, l. The sum ranges over degrees 40 to 80 because









The formula for the uncertainty in the class’ observed admittance was described in Equation 13
in section 2.2.
Following Smrekar, et.al., 2010, we define the goodness of fit for the models as the ratio of the
model uncertainty to the observed class uncertainty. We consider a model to be successful if its
error falls within 1.5 times the standard deviation of the observed admittance for the class. Models
with an error greater than 1.5 class are eliminated from consideration as possible solutions.
Additionally, we eliminate models for which the range of acceptable parameter values reaches
or exceeds 50 km. If an estimated parameter can range in value over 50 km without exceeding
1.5 class, we consider the solution to be poorly constrained.
3.2 Well-Constrained Solutions
Class 1 is best matched by a model in which bottom loading mechanisms are 10 times more
influential than top loading. This model yields an elastic thickness estimate of 40 km and apparent
depth of compensation of 50 km. Out of the 150 parameter combinations, this is the only model
which fit the observed class admittance spectrum within the 1.5 class requirement. In the appendix,
Figure 12 shows the best fit model admittance spectra for each value of F sampled, along with
the lithospheric parameters estimated by each of these best fits. It is evident from these 6 spectra
that bottom-loading compensation models fit the observed admittance much better than any of the
top-loading models. The top-loading models, and the F=1 model (isostasy condition) have RMS
= 11.02, or 2.5 class. With an error that is an entire standard deviation outside of the acceptable
range, we can confidently say that class 1 is not described by a top-loading compensation model.
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Class 2 is also described by bottom loading models. Models with subsurface loading contributions
5 times greater than surface loading are the only models which fit class 2’s observed admittance
spectrum within allowed uncertainty. The best fit model to class 2 has parameters Te = 60 km, ZL
= 70 km. However, F=5 (bottom loading models) also fit the observed admittance with a set of
acceptable parameters. Te may range between 60-80 km and apparent depth of compensation, ZL
may range from 70-90 km. These solution sets are well constrained, as they span only 20 km, and
thus are still capable of providing information about the lithospheric structure of the class.
Figure 13 (see appendix) provides the best fit model admittance spectra for each value of F ,
along with each model’s lithospheric parameter estimates. All of the best-fitting top-loading model
spectra have an RMS misfit of 11.02, which is 2.4 class. This is nearly a full standard deviation
outside of the estimated error in the class, so it is unlikely that top-loading describes class 2.
Curiously, each of the best fit top-loading models predicts the exact same lithospheric parameters
for class 2, and each has the same RMS misfit (see Figure 13).
Class 5 is best described by a top-loading compensation model with a subsurface/surface loading
ratio, F = 0.25. The F=0.25 model has a RMS misfit of 2.58, or 1.1 class, well within the acceptable
range. This best fit model predicts an elastic thickness of Te = 20 km, and apparent depth of
compensation of Zc = 80 km. The admittance spectra of class 5 is also fit very well by a top-loading
model with F=0.5 (misfit =1.22 class) and may even be described by a bottom-loading model with
F=5.0 (misfit = 1.45 class). Each of these di↵erent compensation models are described by similar
lithospheric parameter values. The elastic thickness estimates range from Te = 20-40 km and the
apparent depth of compensation estimates range from Zc = 80-90 km. These ranges are su ciently
narrow to provide a well constrained set of solutions for the lithospheric parameters of class 5.
The best-fit predicted admittance spectra for all F values modeled are displayed in Figure 16 (see
appendix).
In previous work we modeled the admittance of Ganis Chasma assuming only top-loading
compensation. We found that classes 1, 2, and 3 were poorly fit by top loading models. Using this
combined subsurface-surface loading technique we have achieved better constraints on the results
for lithospheric parameters of classes 1 and 2.
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3.3 Poorly-Constrained Solutions
None of the 150 models successfully match the observed admittance spectrum of class 3. The best
fit model to class 3 has an RMS misfit of 4.21, which is equal to 1.74 class. This error is 16%
larger than the allowed limit. Thus, the parameter estimates of Te =80 km, ZL = 110 km are
unreliable for a bottom loading model with F =5. On the other hand, there is evidence to suggest
that class 3 is likely well described by a bottom loading model of some kind. In the appendix,
Figure 14 displays the admittance spectra for the 6 compensation models. Each of the top-loading
compensation models, and the isostatic case all have an RMS misfit that is 6.7 class, and they
each use the same lithospheric parameter values: Te =0 km, Zc =60 km. Although our models are
unable to constrain possible lithospheric parameters, we can at least conclude that class 3 is not
described by a combination of top-loading mechanisms, zero elastic thickness, and apparent depth
of compensation of 60 km.
Class 4 has a best fit model with an uncertainty within the allowable estimate, but it is nevertheless
a poorly-constrained solution. Class 4 is best fit by a top-loading model with F =0.5, but our results
suggest it is also well described by models with F =0, 0.25, or even 5.0, a compensation model
dominated by bottom-loading contributions. Each of these models predicts di↵erent combinations
of values for elastic thickness and apparent depth of compensation. The range of possible values for
Te is 0-80 km, and Zc may range from 60-70 km. Among this range, the best fitting model, F =0.5,
predicts Te = 20 km, Zc = 60 km. The large range of acceptable elastic thickness values renders
these results relatively useless. One conclusion that we may take away is that the region of class 4
is too complex to be accurately described by our models.
Class 6 is described well by a top loading compensation model. The model with the lowest RMS
misfit is F=0.25. The estimated lithospheric parameters of this model are Te = 60 km, Zc = 80 km.
With an RMS of 4.00, the F=0.25 model is within 1 class. However, class 6 is also well described
by another top loading model, F = 0. This top-loading model has a very similar RMS value, 4.03.
Unlike the best fit model, however, the F = 0 model provides estimates of lithospheric parameters
such that Te = 60 km and Zc = 20 km. Class 6 is a poorly constrained solution set because these
two models, both of which fit the observed admittance spectrum well within the uncertainty, provide
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very di↵erent estimates of Zc. While both estimate elastic thickness of 60 km, the crustal thickness
or apparent depth of compensation, Zc, ranges from 20-80 km, and thus encompasses 60% of the
possible values for Zc based on the ranges used to create models. In this way, the solution is poorly
constrained and we cannot be confident about the lithospheric structure for class 6 regions.
The combination of large Te and small Zc predicted by the F = 0 model of class 6 is an interesting
result. It is the only parameter combination in which Te is larger than Zc. It is also the only
instance of Zc less than 30 km, the upper limit for an interpretation of Zc as crustal thickness. Due
to the large disparity between this estimate of Zc and that predicted by the slightly better-fitting
F=0.25 model, we are unable to confidently accept either as well-constrained solutions for class 6.
However, like class 4, we may conclude that the structure of class 6 is potentially too complex to be
described by the models used in this thesis.
Additionally, we can at least learn from the failure of other models to predict the class admittance.
Figure 17 shows the best-fit model for each value of F . No bottom loading models fit the observed
spectra, and the top loading model of F=0.5 with large Te and Zc failed. The isostastic model, F=1
was the worst fit to class 6.
4 Conclusions for Geological Structure and Evolution
The SAR image of Ganis Chasmata System is displayed in Figure 6. The three brightest features
are volcanoes. They are, from left to right, Sapas Mons, Yolkei-Estan Mons, and Ozza Mons. A
light circular feature just to the left of Ozza Mons is another volcano, Maat Mons. The chasma
itself is composed of a series of radar-bright lineaments trending diagonally from the upper left
of the image to the lower right. These lineaments are the central graben of Ganis Chasma, and
they appear to intersect with Yolkei-Estan Mons and Ozza Mons. We see additional radar-bright
graben, or fracture zones, extending radially out from Yolkei-Estan Mons toward the upper right.
The remainder of the image depicts darker lava flows in the surrouding plains.
Because of the poor constraints on the models of classes 3, 4, and 6, we consider only the
possible interpretations of model results for classes 1, 2, and 5. Comparing the admittance class map
displayed in Figure 8 to the SAR image, it appears that classes 1 and 2 represent the admittance of
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the plains surrounding Ganis Chasma and the volcanoes to the south of the rift. The lower left
portion of class 5 corresponds to the admittance of regions covered by lava flows between Sapas
Mons, Maat Mons and Ozza Mons. In the center of the region of interest, we see that class 5
corresponds to the area encircling Yolkei-Estan Mons. Class 5 continues to the upper left of the
image and is roughly symmetric about the rift.
The results of the model indicate that classes 1 and 2 are compensated by subsurface loading,
and class 5 is compensated by surface loading. The value of F decreases from 10 to 5 to 0.25 across
classes 1, 2, and 5, respectively. The elastic thickness, Te has no remarkable trend over the 3 classes:
it varies from 40 to 60 to 20 km for classes 1, 2, and 5. The lithospheric thickness, or apparent
depth of compensation, increases across the classes from 50 to 70 to 80 km. That is, the plains
surrounding the rift appear to be thinner and more rigid than the central areas of the rift at the
sites of the three volcanoes, Yolkei-Estan Mons, Ozza Mons, and Maat Mons.
These estimates are consistent with a geological interpretation of the system in which rifting
predates the volcanism at Yolkei-Estan Mons, Ozza Mons, and Maat Mons. In this interpretation,
cool, rigid older lithosphere is first rifted. Then, volcanic activity gives rise to the formation of
the three volcanoes. At these sites, the lithosphere could be younger and thus less rigid. The
lithosphere is thicker at these sites possibly due to the production of new crustal-lithosphere and
contemporaneous emplacement of the volcanic material that makes up the topography of the
volcanoes.
5 Opportunities for Future Work
To improve upon these results and gain better understanding of the formation and structure of
chasmata, it would be helpful to perform similar studies of other major rift systems on Venus.
Comparisons could also be made between the results of Venusian chasmata to rifting on Mars and
Earth in analogous sites. For a greater understanding of the interpretations of the structure of
Ganis Chasma, it would be helpful to compare these results to a map of the geologic units in the
region when it becomes available. The model itself can be improved by sampling more parameter
combinations to furthur constrain the possible ranges of values for elastic thickness and apparent
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depth of compensation.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Plots of admittance spectra for all values of F by class
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 12: Class 1: Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 13: Class 2:Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 14: Class 3: Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 15: Class 4: Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 16: Class 5: Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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(a) F=0.0 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.5 (d) F=1.0
(e) F=5.0 (f) F=10
Figure 17: Class 6: Admittance for Top and Bottom Loading Flexural Models. For each value of F,
best fitting model is plotted.
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6.2 Parameter space maps of RMS for model-observed admittance
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 18: Class 1. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 19: Class 2. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 20: Class 3. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 21: Class 4. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 22: Class 5. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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(a) F=0.00 (b) F=0.25
(c) F=0.50 (d) F=1.00
(e) F=5.00 (f) F=10.0
Figure 23: Class 6. Model RMS values interpolated over parameter space for each specific value of
F . Actual model results plotted as shaded circles.
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6.3 Results of all Models for Each Class
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Table 1: GCS Class 1 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.3638402497
SIM0002 g1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 29.3638402497
SIM0003 g1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 29.3638402497
SIM0004 g1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 29.3638402497
SIM0005 g1 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 11.2022103098
SIM0006 g1 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 11.2022103098
SIM0007 g1 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 11.2022103098
SIM0008 g1 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 11.2022103098
SIM0009 g1 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 60.9363604109
SIM0010 g1 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 59.7755478742
SIM0011 g1 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 68.966559799
SIM0012 g1 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 67.6301313788
SIM0013 g1 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 24.5900404409
SIM0014 g1 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 24.2276342629
SIM0015 g1 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 39.073013236
SIM0016 g1 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 38.3841215852
SIM0017 g1 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 51.103852099
SIM0018 g1 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 50.1519465967
SIM0019 g1 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 15.4539934497
SIM0020 g1 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 15.4539934497
SIM0021 g1 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 15.4539934497
SIM0022 g1 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.4539934497
SIM0023 g1 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 28.024903091
SIM0024 g1 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 28.024903091
SIM0025 g1 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 28.024903091
SIM0026 g1 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.024903091
SIM0027 g1 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 39.01657821
SIM0028 g1 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 39.01657821
SIM0029 g1 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 39.01657821
SIM0030 g1 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 39.01657821
SIM0031 g1 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.9249801826
SIM0032 g1 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 23.784866882
SIM0033 g1 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 26.7361287212
SIM0034 g1 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 29.3638402497
SIM0035 g1 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 16.8562978138
SIM0036 g1 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 11.6354600666
SIM0037 g1 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 11.0308238501
SIM0038 g1 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 11.2022103098
SIM0039 g1 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 59.739268702
SIM0040 g1 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 58.7001722603
SIM0041 g1 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 68.0171795559
SIM0042 g1 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 66.7717291102
SIM0043 g1 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 22.0701019856
SIM0044 g1 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 22.0345760144
SIM0045 g1 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 37.1145496843
SIM0046 g1 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 36.6641492367
SIM0047 g1 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 49.5782522884
SIM0048 g1 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 48.7996313235
SIM0049 g1 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 26.9483639719
SIM0050 g1 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 19.9056178677
Table 2: GCS Class 1 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g1 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 17.453939296
SIM0052 g1 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.4539934497
SIM0053 g1 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 37.3524870139
SIM0054 g1 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 31.6496909178
SIM0055 g1 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 29.6576548244
SIM0056 g1 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.024903091
SIM0057 g1 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 46.3079895625
SIM0058 g1 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 41.8325058768
SIM0059 g1 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 40.2827008396
SIM0060 g1 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 39.01657821
SIM0061 g1 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.4060457394
SIM0062 g1 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 17.986301383
SIM0063 g1 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 18.1361747914
SIM0064 g1 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 29.3638402497
SIM0065 g1 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 46.4892465584
SIM0066 g1 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 24.9916700109
SIM0067 g1 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 15.103770075
SIM0068 g1 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 11.2022103098
SIM0069 g1 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 52.2173764242
SIM0070 g1 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 52.2110749607
SIM0071 g1 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 62.0731374124
SIM0072 g1 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 61.5704232126
SIM0073 g1 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 6.35161238543
SIM0074 g1 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 8.86811139005
SIM0075 g1 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 24.7856142511
SIM0076 g1 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 26.2623102185
SIM0077 g1 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 39.9832835615
SIM0078 g1 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 40.6217001513
SIM0079 g1 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 52.9460479599
SIM0080 g1 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 34.8400751545
SIM0081 g1 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 25.410355949
SIM0082 g1 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.4539934497
SIM0083 g1 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 58.5714196255
SIM0084 g1 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 43.8502748947
SIM0085 g1 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 36.1990826682
SIM0086 g1 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.024903091
SIM0087 g1 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 63.4073610389
SIM0088 g1 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 51.5278088216
SIM0089 g1 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 45.4441876191
SIM0090 g1 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 39.01657821
SIM0091 g1 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.0296815518
SIM0092 g1 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 30.4186179625
SIM0093 g1 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 15.1358970981
SIM0094 g1 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 29.3638402497
SIM0095 g1 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 65.1093417063
SIM0096 g1 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 39.4267988025
SIM0097 g1 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 22.8494111864
SIM0098 g1 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 11.2022103098
SIM0099 g1 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 35.2065074143
SIM0100 g1 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 38.7904401328
Table 3: GCS Class 1 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g1 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 48.481831149
SIM0102 g1 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 50.7131914125
SIM0103 g1 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 31.2957923119
SIM0104 g1 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 19.4173305656
SIM0105 g1 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 7.93538655696
SIM0106 g1 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 6.67514189618
SIM0107 g1 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 18.9487167125
SIM0108 g1 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 23.9855022034
SIM0109 g1 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 68.6325562483
SIM0110 g1 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 47.5067623529
SIM0111 g1 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 33.5062689809
SIM0112 g1 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.4539934497
SIM0113 g1 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 71.6813813372
SIM0114 g1 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 54.3996991773
SIM0115 g1 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 43.0104433418
SIM0116 g1 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.024903091
SIM0117 g1 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 74.3034408207
SIM0118 g1 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 60.1860800289
SIM0119 g1 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 51.0005332627
SIM0120 g1 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 39.01657821
SIM0121 g1 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 72.201158668
SIM0122 g1 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 40.2314988984
SIM0123 g1 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 17.8182722755
SIM0124 g1 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 29.3638402497
SIM0125 g1 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 74.6467040151
SIM0126 g1 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 48.3740875192
SIM0127 g1 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 28.6968590214
SIM0128 g1 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 11.2022103098
SIM0129 g1 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 13.8720520651
SIM0130 g1 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 21.8971933506
SIM0131 g1 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 36.6560072747
SIM0132 g1 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 84.6565921674
SIM0133 g1 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 53.5192274568
SIM0134 g1 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 47.2656690984
SIM0135 g1 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 23.7968692735
SIM0136 g1 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 19.5792858648
SIM0137 g1 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 7.48443531523
SIM0138 g1 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 76.772175156
SIM0139 g1 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 55.2285599967
SIM0140 g1 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 38.995321555
SIM0141 g1 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.4539934497
SIM0142 g1 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 78.6038276825
SIM0143 g1 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 60.9331387539
SIM0144 g1 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 47.7135948851
SIM0145 g1 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.024903091
SIM0146 g1 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 80.191533814
SIM0147 g1 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 65.6772263414
SIM0148 g1 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 54.938811322
SIM0149 g1 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 39.01657821
SIM0150 g1 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 28.9552621548
Table 4: GCS Class 2 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.5023480366
SIM0002 g2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 39.5023480366
SIM0003 g2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 39.5023480366
SIM0004 g2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 39.5023480366
SIM0005 g2 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 19.5468529782
SIM0006 g2 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 19.5468529782
SIM0007 g2 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 19.5468529782
SIM0008 g2 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 19.5468529782
SIM0009 g2 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 48.8643007023
SIM0010 g2 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 47.7552181142
SIM0011 g2 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 57.5030093863
SIM0012 g2 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 56.2091250009
SIM0013 g2 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 12.608913896
SIM0014 g2 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 12.3302656323
SIM0015 g2 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 26.2678920805
SIM0016 g2 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 25.6339530394
SIM0017 g2 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 38.5309933633
SIM0018 g2 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 37.6344122742
SIM0019 g2 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 8.06908091076
SIM0020 g2 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 8.06908091076
SIM0021 g2 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 8.06908091076
SIM0022 g2 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 8.06908091076
SIM0023 g2 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 15.8410757571
SIM0024 g2 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 15.8410757571
SIM0025 g2 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 15.8410757571
SIM0026 g2 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 15.8410757571
SIM0027 g2 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 26.6736075042
SIM0028 g2 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 26.6736075042
SIM0029 g2 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 26.6736075042
SIM0030 g2 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 26.6736075042
SIM0031 g2 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.5828326741
SIM0032 g2 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 34.9710193788
SIM0033 g2 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 37.4805042817
SIM0034 g2 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 39.5023480366
SIM0035 g2 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 12.4411866724
SIM0036 g2 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 16.4698358726
SIM0037 g2 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 18.1413350523
SIM0038 g2 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 19.5468529782
SIM0039 g2 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 47.9564071286
SIM0040 g2 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 46.9461814789
SIM0041 g2 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 56.7601752579
SIM0042 g2 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 55.5495717738
SIM0043 g2 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 11.1269713951
SIM0044 g2 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 11.0482876112
SIM0045 g2 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 24.9006674456
SIM0046 g2 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 24.4346250391
SIM0047 g2 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 37.4139301351
SIM0048 g2 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 36.6485023251
SIM0049 g2 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 12.6876014657
SIM0050 g2 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 9.10389298685
Table 5: GCS Class 2 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g2 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 8.39347296877
SIM0052 g2 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 8.06908091076
SIM0053 g2 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 22.7108721788
SIM0054 g2 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 18.3517090399
SIM0055 g2 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 16.9485794768
SIM0056 g2 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 15.8410757571
SIM0057 g2 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 32.4294929512
SIM0058 g2 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 28.7865237544
SIM0059 g2 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 27.60645168
SIM0060 g2 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 26.6736075042
SIM0061 g2 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.8688520677
SIM0062 g2 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 18.7205732398
SIM0063 g2 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 28.38513496
SIM0064 g2 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 39.5023480366
SIM0065 g2 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 28.500412443
SIM0066 g2 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 12.1386645145
SIM0067 g2 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 12.783651396
SIM0068 g2 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 19.5468529782
SIM0069 g2 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 42.3359184157
SIM0070 g2 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 42.029085389
SIM0071 g2 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 52.1816378564
SIM0072 g2 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 51.503331256
SIM0073 g2 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 5.92807567407
SIM0074 g2 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 5.81637128463
SIM0075 g2 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 16.4374776709
SIM0076 g2 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 17.1414166383
SIM0077 g2 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 30.4936789088
SIM0078 g2 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 30.6433905651
SIM0079 g2 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 36.3745768522
SIM0080 g2 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 19.3473583892
SIM0081 g2 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 12.2382053111
SIM0082 g2 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 8.06908091076
SIM0083 g2 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 43.4700803686
SIM0084 g2 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 28.9340321408
SIM0085 g2 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 22.2396612131
SIM0086 g2 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 15.8410757571
SIM0087 g2 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 49.6353129579
SIM0088 g2 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 37.5882648711
SIM0089 g2 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 32.035458112
SIM0090 g2 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 26.6736075042
SIM0091 g2 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 44.8945228272
SIM0092 g2 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 16.121409177
SIM0093 g2 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 17.7085872089
SIM0094 g2 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 39.5023480366
SIM0095 g2 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 50.4702404413
SIM0096 g2 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 23.9544027397
SIM0097 g2 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 11.6441806416
SIM0098 g2 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 19.5468529782
SIM0099 g2 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 28.5530028273
SIM0100 g2 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 30.6071173107
Table 6: GCS Class 2 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g2 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 40.9358795387
SIM0102 g2 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 42.0834730471
SIM0103 g2 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 27.7476754922
SIM0104 g2 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 21.371422639
SIM0105 g2 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 5.93578378957
SIM0106 g2 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 3.01994724277
SIM0107 g2 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 13.6127195598
SIM0108 g2 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 16.7536015128
SIM0109 g2 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 55.3423836889
SIM0110 g2 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 32.6677685788
SIM0111 g2 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 19.4989473023
SIM0112 g2 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 8.06908091076
SIM0113 g2 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 59.5553039509
SIM0114 g2 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 40.5181036453
SIM0115 g2 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 29.2367588292
SIM0116 g2 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 15.8410757571
SIM0117 g2 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 63.1952166017
SIM0118 g2 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 47.2927313644
SIM0119 g2 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 37.9199252586
SIM0120 g2 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 26.6736075042
SIM0121 g2 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.5463909556
SIM0122 g2 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 26.2479264825
SIM0123 g2 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 11.72145661
SIM0124 g2 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 39.5023480366
SIM0125 g2 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 63.9785498509
SIM0126 g2 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 34.8457429826
SIM0127 g2 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 15.9909214759
SIM0128 g2 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 19.5468529782
SIM0129 g2 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 6.3197258176
SIM0130 g2 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 13.7071180181
SIM0131 g2 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 28.0557694315
SIM0132 g2 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 70.4148183221
SIM0133 g2 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 51.5765059497
SIM0134 g2 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 40.0158694295
SIM0135 g2 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 25.4726760101
SIM0136 g2 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 15.3959766908
SIM0137 g2 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 4.42896515341
SIM0138 g2 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 66.9486939883
SIM0139 g2 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 42.4254107533
SIM0140 g2 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 25.7506726265
SIM0141 g2 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 8.06908091076
SIM0142 g2 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 69.4935381161
SIM0143 g2 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 48.9222495475
SIM0144 g2 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 34.8758013126
SIM0145 g2 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 15.8410757571
SIM0146 g2 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 71.6749947022
SIM0147 g2 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 54.4439236993
SIM0148 g2 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 42.7333167417
SIM0149 g2 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 26.6736075042
SIM0150 g2 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 22.2034969534
Table 7: GCS Class 3 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.8603925102
SIM0002 g3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 53.8603925102
SIM0003 g3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 53.8603925102
SIM0004 g3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 53.8603925102
SIM0005 g3 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 34.4255384591
SIM0006 g3 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 34.4255384591
SIM0007 g3 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 34.4255384591
SIM0008 g3 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 34.4255384591
SIM0009 g3 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 35.6890003309
SIM0010 g3 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 34.6783545635
SIM0011 g3 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 42.7488764749
SIM0012 g3 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 41.5350358821
SIM0013 g3 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 16.6189902352
SIM0014 g3 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 16.6934433428
SIM0015 g3 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 19.4264704582
SIM0016 g3 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 19.0446933654
SIM0017 g3 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 27.5928964276
SIM0018 g3 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 26.8384723794
SIM0019 g3 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 21.134262947
SIM0020 g3 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 21.134262947
SIM0021 g3 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 21.134262947
SIM0022 g3 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 21.134262947
SIM0023 g3 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 16.0789404858
SIM0024 g3 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 16.0789404858
SIM0025 g3 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 16.0789404858
SIM0026 g3 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 16.0789404858
SIM0027 g3 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 19.202479183
SIM0028 g3 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 19.202479183
SIM0029 g3 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 19.202479183
SIM0030 g3 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 19.202479183
SIM0031 g3 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.6433971538
SIM0032 g3 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 47.7082236886
SIM0033 g3 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 50.9991483789
SIM0034 g3 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 53.8603925102
SIM0035 g3 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 26.8531435411
SIM0036 g3 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 30.7847057362
SIM0037 g3 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 32.6890394778
SIM0038 g3 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 34.4255384591
SIM0039 g3 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 34.4465162756
SIM0040 g3 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 33.5514249768
SIM0041 g3 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 41.7691869059
SIM0042 g3 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 40.6511039917
SIM0043 g3 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 16.146164219
SIM0044 g3 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 16.3267587147
SIM0045 g3 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 17.6304042499
SIM0046 g3 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 17.4977675235
SIM0047 g3 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 26.0054843322
SIM0048 g3 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 25.4292154453
SIM0049 g3 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 20.7540324266
SIM0050 g3 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 20.2621380983
Table 8: GCS Class 3 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g3 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 20.6264119269
SIM0052 g3 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 21.134262947
SIM0053 g3 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 21.374892584
SIM0054 g3 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 17.8891330508
SIM0055 g3 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 16.8452129913
SIM0056 g3 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 16.0789404858
SIM0057 g3 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 25.5556979144
SIM0058 g3 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 21.7040989001
SIM0059 g3 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 20.3353253244
SIM0060 g3 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 19.202479183
SIM0061 g3 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.3703101971
SIM0062 g3 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 33.3903221343
SIM0063 g3 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 41.3724771897
SIM0064 g3 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 53.8603925102
SIM0065 g3 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 31.9990387696
SIM0066 g3 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 25.2126642784
SIM0067 g3 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 27.4276374613
SIM0068 g3 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 34.4255384591
SIM0069 g3 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 26.7058401965
SIM0070 g3 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 26.8067394422
SIM0071 g3 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 35.8415101444
SIM0072 g3 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 35.3323315716
SIM0073 g3 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 21.8393666878
SIM0074 g3 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 20.6326407453
SIM0075 g3 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 8.97646381516
SIM0076 g3 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 10.3231631731
SIM0077 g3 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 16.0337346934
SIM0078 g3 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 17.0224177676
SIM0079 g3 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 33.5587586913
SIM0080 g3 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 23.156897825
SIM0081 g3 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 20.2410893255
SIM0082 g3 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 21.134262947
SIM0083 g3 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 36.0667450435
SIM0084 g3 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 25.4896587385
SIM0085 g3 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 20.3453459042
SIM0086 g3 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 16.0789404858
SIM0087 g3 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 38.9001976996
SIM0088 g3 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 29.5872720427
SIM0089 g3 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 24.5764596926
SIM0090 g3 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 19.202479183
SIM0091 g3 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.2754725853
SIM0092 g3 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 28.2459762424
SIM0093 g3 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 33.4023929737
SIM0094 g3 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 53.8603925102
SIM0095 g3 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 40.587177528
SIM0096 g3 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 26.7887035866
SIM0097 g3 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 24.0819655504
SIM0098 g3 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 34.4255384591
SIM0099 g3 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 9.18439873278
SIM0100 g3 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 13.3380747998
Table 9: GCS Class 3 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g3 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 22.2076392033
SIM0102 g3 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 24.5684252894
SIM0103 g3 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 55.9537843163
SIM0104 g3 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 44.0240710948
SIM0105 g3 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 29.0870483457
SIM0106 g3 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 21.0776055617
SIM0107 g3 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 8.23738021464
SIM0108 g3 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 5.27621497184
SIM0109 g3 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 42.3201970099
SIM0110 g3 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 28.6266808306
SIM0111 g3 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 21.5213688431
SIM0112 g3 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 21.134262947
SIM0113 g3 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 44.2465727584
SIM0114 g3 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 31.9293658041
SIM0115 g3 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 24.0426557823
SIM0116 g3 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 16.0789404858
SIM0117 g3 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 46.1982284498
SIM0118 g3 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 35.6025107891
SIM0119 g3 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 28.5159198221
SIM0120 g3 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 19.202479183
SIM0121 g3 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 44.2278118662
SIM0122 g3 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 26.5880472998
SIM0123 g3 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 28.1563965721
SIM0124 g3 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 53.8603925102
SIM0125 g3 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 45.9257767054
SIM0126 g3 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 28.4357682286
SIM0127 g3 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 22.1230860474
SIM0128 g3 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 34.4255384591
SIM0129 g3 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 17.3411328422
SIM0130 g3 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 4.20600592156
SIM0131 g3 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 11.3241412063
SIM0132 g3 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 109.083282625
SIM0133 g3 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 75.7859690729
SIM0134 g3 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 70.5533251624
SIM0135 g3 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 45.8815056216
SIM0136 g3 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 40.5575135913
SIM0137 g3 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 22.3777245675
SIM0138 g3 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 47.6662485326
SIM0139 g3 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 31.7690240661
SIM0140 g3 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 22.4144347485
SIM0141 g3 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 21.134262947
SIM0142 g3 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 49.3591910831
SIM0143 g3 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 35.4686600545
SIM0144 g3 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 26.1793816633
SIM0145 g3 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 16.0789404858
SIM0146 g3 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 50.9882054153
SIM0147 g3 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 39.0261931571
SIM0148 g3 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 30.8534304574
SIM0149 g3 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 19.202479183
SIM0150 g3 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 5.11959511928
Table 10: GCS Class 4 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.6276516979
SIM0002 g4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 51.6276516979
SIM0003 g4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 51.6276516979
SIM0004 g4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 51.6276516979
SIM0005 g4 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 31.8059177013
SIM0006 g4 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 31.8059177013
SIM0007 g4 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 31.8059177013
SIM0008 g4 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 31.8059177013
SIM0009 g4 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 30.6243908282
SIM0010 g4 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 29.5001888926
SIM0011 g4 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 38.7500320085
SIM0012 g4 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 37.4543052923
SIM0013 g4 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 6.40406877152
SIM0014 g4 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 6.72629252047
SIM0015 g4 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 9.3087892184
SIM0016 g4 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 8.67454009294
SIM0017 g4 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 20.8749683476
SIM0018 g4 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 19.9640031229
SIM0019 g4 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 15.7262117123
SIM0020 g4 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 15.7262117123
SIM0021 g4 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 15.7262117123
SIM0022 g4 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.7262117123
SIM0023 g4 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 3.69719415971
SIM0024 g4 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 3.69719415971
SIM0025 g4 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 3.69719415971
SIM0026 g4 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 3.69719415971
SIM0027 g4 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 9.31598964146
SIM0028 g4 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 9.31598964146
SIM0029 g4 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 9.31598964146
SIM0030 g4 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 9.31598964146
SIM0031 g4 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37.1773329072
SIM0032 g4 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 45.9106148064
SIM0033 g4 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 49.0414559834
SIM0034 g4 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 51.6276516979
SIM0035 g4 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 20.8062553546
SIM0036 g4 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 27.4202965656
SIM0037 g4 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 29.8210199066
SIM0038 g4 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 31.8059177013
SIM0039 g4 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 29.7281798432
SIM0040 g4 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 28.690004392
SIM0041 g4 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 38.035738987
SIM0042 g4 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 36.8060765347
SIM0043 g4 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 7.9789140183
SIM0044 g4 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 8.12020502472
SIM0045 g4 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 7.91444073683
SIM0046 g4 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 7.44821320748
SIM0047 g4 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 19.7440484987
SIM0048 g4 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 18.952143084
SIM0049 g4 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 8.1225655664
SIM0050 g4 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 12.4730303145
Table 11: GCS Class 4 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g4 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 14.2378104852
SIM0052 g4 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.7262117123
SIM0053 g4 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 6.84781172342
SIM0054 g4 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 3.58462107884
SIM0055 g4 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 3.34210128849
SIM0056 g4 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 3.69719415971
SIM0057 g4 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 15.0787633302
SIM0058 g4 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 11.486430639
SIM0059 g4 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 10.2777049948
SIM0060 g4 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 9.31598964146
SIM0061 g4 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.4854072075
SIM0062 g4 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 27.7909986497
SIM0063 g4 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 38.9857118741
SIM0064 g4 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 51.6276516979
SIM0065 g4 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 13.528040456
SIM0066 g4 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 14.0952894446
SIM0067 g4 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 22.1155007246
SIM0068 g4 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 31.8059177013
SIM0069 g4 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 24.415293815
SIM0070 g4 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 23.895748591
SIM0071 g4 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 33.7919545319
SIM0072 g4 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 32.9101273675
SIM0073 g4 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 19.5095120659
SIM0074 g4 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 17.9256304696
SIM0075 g4 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 4.82377416219
SIM0076 g4 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 4.06938500402
SIM0077 g4 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 13.2401656168
SIM0078 g4 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 13.1188645396
SIM0079 g4 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 18.4930293184
SIM0080 g4 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 6.71937711449
SIM0081 g4 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 8.84300202845
SIM0082 g4 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.7262117123
SIM0083 g4 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 24.3068469315
SIM0084 g4 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 11.862291455
SIM0085 g4 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 6.06335656055
SIM0086 g4 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 3.69719415971
SIM0087 g4 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 29.7470773321
SIM0088 g4 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 19.4031494431
SIM0089 g4 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 14.3880058584
SIM0090 g4 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 9.31598964146
SIM0091 g4 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.9942475889
SIM0092 g4 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 13.5181983215
SIM0093 g4 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 28.2524207702
SIM0094 g4 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 51.6276516979
SIM0095 g4 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 29.4758437455
SIM0096 g4 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 9.53491750136
SIM0097 g4 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 14.0362472138
SIM0098 g4 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 31.8059177013
SIM0099 g4 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 13.5180966039
SIM0100 g4 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 14.3249805347
Table 12: GCS Class 4 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g4 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 24.0184148221
SIM0102 g4 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 24.6485817293
SIM0103 g4 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 48.2598599867
SIM0104 g4 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 39.6496985766
SIM0105 g4 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 25.7451671988
SIM0106 g4 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 19.4863228389
SIM0107 g4 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 10.6219880083
SIM0108 g4 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 7.23447354123
SIM0109 g4 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 33.7839478548
SIM0110 g4 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 14.5202575533
SIM0111 g4 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 5.94025181155
SIM0112 g4 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.7262117123
SIM0113 g4 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 37.7224285071
SIM0114 g4 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 21.2208500601
SIM0115 g4 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 11.4720907281
SIM0116 g4 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 3.69719415971
SIM0117 g4 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 41.2411974018
SIM0118 g4 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 27.3996722852
SIM0119 g4 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 19.2774215825
SIM0120 g4 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 9.31598964146
SIM0121 g4 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.0350937089
SIM0122 g4 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 10.2076024608
SIM0123 g4 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 20.0008121867
SIM0124 g4 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 51.6276516979
SIM0125 g4 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 41.3763581731
SIM0126 g4 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 15.6886646166
SIM0127 g4 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 8.39585326455
SIM0128 g4 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 31.8059177013
SIM0129 g4 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 17.2548561223
SIM0130 g4 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 9.16219930161
SIM0131 g4 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 14.2770782245
SIM0132 g4 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 91.595566265
SIM0133 g4 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 67.6794925535
SIM0134 g4 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 59.7842821716
SIM0135 g4 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 41.7487459682
SIM0136 g4 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 34.9939511264
SIM0137 g4 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 21.5397193109
SIM0138 g4 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 44.3597028725
SIM0139 g4 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 22.3058238326
SIM0140 g4 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 8.36371452613
SIM0141 g4 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 15.7262117123
SIM0142 g4 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 47.0159425459
SIM0143 g4 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 28.3387259681
SIM0144 g4 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 16.037960325
SIM0145 g4 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 3.69719415971
SIM0146 g4 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 49.3706828597
SIM0147 g4 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 33.5900309877
SIM0148 g4 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 23.3222747157
SIM0149 g4 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 9.31598964146
SIM0150 g4 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 12.9592018203
Table 13: GCS Class 5 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 64.8088582694
SIM0002 g5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 64.8088582694
SIM0003 g5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 64.8088582694
SIM0004 g5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 64.8088582694
SIM0005 g5 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 44.6001521782
SIM0006 g5 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 44.6001521782
SIM0007 g5 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 44.6001521782
SIM0008 g5 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 44.6001521782
SIM0009 g5 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 18.4079079232
SIM0010 g5 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 17.280003631
SIM0011 g5 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 26.6183490909
SIM0012 g5 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 25.3171657532
SIM0013 g5 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 18.2476818692
SIM0014 g5 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 18.6165472965
SIM0015 g5 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 4.0271474238
SIM0016 g5 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 4.63512006997
SIM0017 g5 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 8.59122276521
SIM0018 g5 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 7.68371894486
SIM0019 g5 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 28.1531701241
SIM0020 g5 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 28.1531701241
SIM0021 g5 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 28.1531701241
SIM0022 g5 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 28.1531701241
SIM0023 g5 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 14.7216580929
SIM0024 g5 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 14.7216580929
SIM0025 g5 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 14.7216580929
SIM0026 g5 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 14.7216580929
SIM0027 g5 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 3.92300481423
SIM0028 g5 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 3.92300481423
SIM0029 g5 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 3.92300481423
SIM0030 g5 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 3.92300481423
SIM0031 g5 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.1750367034
SIM0032 g5 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 58.8958219434
SIM0033 g5 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 62.1020705572
SIM0034 g5 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 64.8088582694
SIM0035 g5 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 33.4128338125
SIM0036 g5 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 40.1096876352
SIM0037 g5 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 42.5507555476
SIM0038 g5 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 44.6001521782
SIM0039 g5 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 17.5041905529
SIM0040 g5 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 16.4681817371
SIM0041 g5 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 25.9064992229
SIM0042 g5 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 24.6659061951
SIM0043 g5 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 20.1271089606
SIM0044 g5 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 20.2505184872
SIM0045 g5 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 5.31467587509
SIM0046 g5 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 5.7909485655
SIM0047 g5 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 7.44149696718
SIM0048 g5 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 6.6646510132
SIM0049 g5 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 19.6245539823
SIM0050 g5 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 24.7372474771
Table 14: GCS Class 5 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g5 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 26.5970506245
SIM0052 g5 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 28.1531701241
SIM0053 g5 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 8.45553402645
SIM0054 g5 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 12.1503114459
SIM0055 g5 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 13.5475009681
SIM0056 g5 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 14.7216580929
SIM0057 g5 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 3.61465019045
SIM0058 g5 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 2.58336536831
SIM0059 g5 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 3.19608575693
SIM0060 g5 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 3.92300481423
SIM0061 g5 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.4141950015
SIM0062 g5 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 40.8722281872
SIM0063 g5 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 52.2460411988
SIM0064 g5 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 64.8088582694
SIM0065 g5 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 10.4978310305
SIM0066 g5 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 26.0309022519
SIM0067 g5 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 34.8918430358
SIM0068 g5 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 44.6001521782
SIM0069 g5 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 12.4328671546
SIM0070 g5 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 12.0008433707
SIM0071 g5 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 21.7584012259
SIM0072 g5 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 20.967560057
SIM0073 g5 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 32.4845426114
SIM0074 g5 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 30.3883990773
SIM0075 g5 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 14.9643891237
SIM0076 g5 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 13.7752006138
SIM0077 g5 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 4.01931824055
SIM0078 g5 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 3.39521954136
SIM0079 g5 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 7.60070676834
SIM0080 g5 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 13.8910577159
SIM0081 g5 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 20.6516057408
SIM0082 g5 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 28.1531701241
SIM0083 g5 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 11.7286613462
SIM0084 g5 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 4.9835664173
SIM0085 g5 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 9.0497364963
SIM0086 g5 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 14.7216580929
SIM0087 g5 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 17.1634733982
SIM0088 g5 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 6.99279108581
SIM0089 g5 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 2.87689226338
SIM0090 g5 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 3.92300481423
SIM0091 g5 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0182233336
SIM0092 g5 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 22.893915276
SIM0093 g5 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 41.1409611313
SIM0094 g5 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 64.8088582694
SIM0095 g5 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 17.5168986206
SIM0096 g5 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 11.7509131002
SIM0097 g5 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 25.9069917587
SIM0098 g5 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 44.6001521782
SIM0099 g5 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 8.47091629359
SIM0100 g5 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 6.3765760266
Table 15: GCS Class 5 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g5 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 13.6806986822
SIM0102 g5 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 13.7141748406
SIM0103 g5 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 60.5596545735
SIM0104 g5 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 51.0763092513
SIM0105 g5 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 36.8625718813
SIM0106 g5 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 30.225414702
SIM0107 g5 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 18.730899934
SIM0108 g5 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 14.0892061623
SIM0109 g5 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 22.0578138998
SIM0110 g5 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 5.0473617165
SIM0111 g5 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 13.4426831823
SIM0112 g5 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 28.1531701241
SIM0113 g5 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 26.2062193352
SIM0114 g5 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 8.85252257946
SIM0115 g5 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 4.03397175307
SIM0116 g5 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 14.7216580929
SIM0117 g5 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 29.8545025273
SIM0118 g5 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 15.0579705949
SIM0119 g5 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 6.85091404131
SIM0120 g5 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 3.92300481423
SIM0121 g5 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.0405789853
SIM0122 g5 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 9.1982520925
SIM0123 g5 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 31.6683392641
SIM0124 g5 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 64.8088582694
SIM0125 g5 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 30.4779356855
SIM0126 g5 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 4.71683921976
SIM0127 g5 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 18.0301544789
SIM0128 g5 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 44.6001521782
SIM0129 g5 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 23.4290262232
SIM0130 g5 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 14.7038254902
SIM0131 g5 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 7.08175673885
SIM0132 g5 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 100.083048317
SIM0133 g5 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 76.9498089749
SIM0134 g5 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 67.7904945535
SIM0135 g5 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 51.0097666512
SIM0136 g5 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 42.6350660006
SIM0137 g5 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 30.4885495917
SIM0138 g5 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 33.4907156794
SIM0139 g5 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 10.3306723046
SIM0140 g5 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 7.06086804887
SIM0141 g5 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 28.1531701241
SIM0142 g5 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 36.1211382786
SIM0143 g5 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 16.5406276679
SIM0144 g5 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 4.09715043644
SIM0145 g5 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 14.7216580929
SIM0146 g5 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 38.4178361939
SIM0147 g5 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 21.9454785526
SIM0148 g5 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 11.1474612361
SIM0149 g5 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 3.92300481423
SIM0150 g5 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 11.2569781608
Table 16: GCS Class 6 Model Results 1-50
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0001 g6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 78.1297582794
SIM0002 g6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 78.1297582794
SIM0003 g6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 78.1297582794
SIM0004 g6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 78.1297582794
SIM0005 g6 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 58.2881376952
SIM0006 g6 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 58.2881376952
SIM0007 g6 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 58.2881376952
SIM0008 g6 0.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 58.2881376952
SIM0009 g6 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 7.31203885148
SIM0010 g6 0.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 6.7364772475
SIM0011 g6 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 14.0074425716
SIM0012 g6 0.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 12.8726340915
SIM0013 g6 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 32.4018089938
SIM0014 g6 0.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 32.7673407629
SIM0015 g6 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 18.3486504696
SIM0016 g6 0.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 18.9954255136
SIM0017 g6 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 7.94533317557
SIM0018 g6 0.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 8.6327267241
SIM0019 g6 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 42.1337581929
SIM0020 g6 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 42.1337581929
SIM0021 g6 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 42.1337581929
SIM0022 g6 0.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 42.1337581929
SIM0023 g6 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 28.9743936526
SIM0024 g6 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 28.9743936526
SIM0025 g6 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 28.9743936526
SIM0026 g6 0.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.9743936526
SIM0027 g6 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 18.3520452653
SIM0028 g6 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 18.3520452653
SIM0029 g6 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 18.3520452653
SIM0030 g6 0.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 18.3520452653
SIM0031 g6 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 63.591491857
SIM0032 g6 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 72.311203822
SIM0033 g6 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 75.4825644567
SIM0034 g6 20000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 78.1297582794
SIM0035 g6 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 47.0130353732
SIM0036 g6 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 53.8141376065
SIM0037 g6 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 56.2596420172
SIM0038 g6 20000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 58.2881376952
SIM0039 g6 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 7.03284232645
SIM0040 g6 20000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 6.59776031985
SIM0041 g6 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 13.4889601972
SIM0042 g6 20000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 12.424376666
SIM0043 g6 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 34.2397027288
SIM0044 g6 20000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 34.3775601205
SIM0045 g6 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 19.7750945326
SIM0046 g6 20000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 20.259400568
SIM0047 g6 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 8.92096726926
SIM0048 g6 20000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 9.53945931152
SIM0049 g6 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 33.3265136603
SIM0050 g6 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 38.6686559828
Table 17: GCS Class 6 Model Results 51-100
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0051 g6 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 40.5677116048
SIM0052 g6 20000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 42.1337581929
SIM0053 g6 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 22.0568555906
SIM0054 g6 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 26.2708909618
SIM0055 g6 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 27.7567872896
SIM0056 g6 20000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.9743936526
SIM0057 g6 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 12.9526524792
SIM0058 g6 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 16.2474513007
SIM0059 g6 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 17.4064280371
SIM0060 g6 20000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 18.3520452653
SIM0061 g6 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.5279438509
SIM0062 g6 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 54.2585509739
SIM0063 g6 40000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 65.6746796764
SIM0064 g6 40000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 78.1297582794
SIM0065 g6 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 21.0630356211
SIM0066 g6 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 39.4866590109
SIM0067 g6 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 48.5581698207
SIM0068 g6 40000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 58.2881376952
SIM0069 g6 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 8.22593372949
SIM0070 g6 40000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 8.10546690647
SIM0071 g6 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 11.0663854639
SIM0072 g6 40000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 10.3867676967
SIM0073 g6 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 45.9543999341
SIM0074 g6 40000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 44.276700967
SIM0075 g6 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 28.9059139401
SIM0076 g6 40000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 28.0731966727
SIM0077 g6 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 15.7413830555
SIM0078 g6 40000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 15.5062968298
SIM0079 g6 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 12.3302127285
SIM0080 g6 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 27.2348641626
SIM0081 g6 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 34.4819696503
SIM0082 g6 40000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 42.1337581929
SIM0083 g6 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 5.55622212799
SIM0084 g6 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 17.1296482189
SIM0085 g6 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 22.9251320549
SIM0086 g6 40000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.9743936526
SIM0087 g6 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 4.42953190182
SIM0088 g6 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 9.09847546103
SIM0089 g6 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 13.5994295095
SIM0090 g6 40000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 18.3520452653
SIM0091 g6 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.57833314068
SIM0092 g6 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 36.1253310601
SIM0093 g6 60000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 54.6632030911
SIM0094 g6 60000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 78.1297582794
SIM0095 g6 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 4.02849229369
SIM0096 g6 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 24.5424229551
SIM0097 g6 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 39.5817228358
SIM0098 g6 60000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 58.2881376952
SIM0099 g6 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 19.1205170059
SIM0100 g6 60000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 16.4292514359
Table 18: GCS Class 6 Model Results 101-150
Name Te Zc ZL F RMS
SIM0101 g6 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.0 11.8900377703
SIM0102 g6 60000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 10.4120346053
SIM0103 g6 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 73.6701673319
SIM0104 g6 60000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 64.8525256794
SIM0105 g6 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 50.532832253
SIM0106 g6 60000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 44.412272177
SIM0107 g6 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 32.4981896104
SIM0108 g6 60000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 28.3525501326
SIM0109 g6 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 7.65770706264
SIM0110 g6 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 14.942496737
SIM0111 g6 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 27.1485753849
SIM0112 g6 60000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 42.1337581929
SIM0113 g6 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 11.9831177991
SIM0114 g6 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 7.29783061124
SIM0115 g6 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 16.960750696
SIM0116 g6 60000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.9743936526
SIM0117 g6 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 15.9154490936
SIM0118 g6 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 3.99551057745
SIM0119 g6 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 8.96325547665
SIM0120 g6 60000.0 80000.0 80000.0 1.0 18.3520452653
SIM0121 g6 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.4649725174
SIM0122 g6 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 22.0355659552
SIM0123 g6 80000.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 45.3184265401
SIM0124 g6 80000.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 78.1297582794
SIM0125 g6 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.0 16.1730189096
SIM0126 g6 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.25 12.8075373201
SIM0127 g6 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 0.5 31.798093712
SIM0128 g6 80000.0 20000.0 20000.0 1.0 58.2881376952
SIM0129 g6 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 10.0 38.1548345956
SIM0130 g6 80000.0 30000.0 110000.0 5.0 29.296925097
SIM0131 g6 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 5.0 17.6586830097
SIM0132 g6 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 10.0 114.220961095
SIM0133 g6 80000.0 30000.0 50000.0 5.0 90.8991748265
SIM0134 g6 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 10.0 82.3812416438
SIM0135 g6 80000.0 30000.0 70000.0 5.0 65.3587436905
SIM0136 g6 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 10.0 57.4767637073
SIM0137 g6 80000.0 30000.0 90000.0 5.0 45.1272298906
SIM0138 g6 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.0 19.4643551117
SIM0139 g6 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.25 5.68726811643
SIM0140 g6 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 0.5 20.6975024791
SIM0141 g6 80000.0 40000.0 40000.0 1.0 42.1337581929
SIM0142 g6 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.0 22.3556378132
SIM0143 g6 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.25 4.41304871564
SIM0144 g6 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 0.5 11.7526311183
SIM0145 g6 80000.0 60000.0 60000.0 1.0 28.9743936526
SIM0146 g6 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.0 24.8714918911
SIM0147 g6 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.25 8.87433504841
SIM0148 g6 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 0.5 5.62258976842
SIM0149 g6 80000.0 80000.0 80000.0 10.00 18.3520452653
SIM0150 g6 80000.0 30000.0 130000.0 10.00 23.7660144875
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